Google Cloud Platform

Global Capacity Delivers Private, Enterprise-Grade
Connectivity to Google Cloud Platform Via One
Marketplace™
A business’ cloud is only as good as its network. Organizations require a
dedicated, private network to connect to Cloud services for increased security,
performance and scalability. Global Capacity enables businesses to take
advantage of direct, enterprise-grade connections to Google Cloud Platform
via its One Marketplace™ network.

HIGHLIGHTS
Largest Interconnected Network Platform
— Global Capacity’s award-winning One
Marketplace offers automated pricing from
9.6 million commercial addresses to simplify
how businesses securely connect to Google
Cloud Platform.
Multiple Ways To Connect — Global
Capacity’s Google Cloud Interconnect (GCI)
enables businesses a multitude of ways to
connect on-premises networks, data centers
and other network resources directly to
Google Cloud Platform.
Access Any Google Cloud Platform — One
Marketplace’s direct Ethernet interconnection
can be used to access any Google Cloud
Platform resource to create anything from
simple websites to complex applications.

OVERVIEW. Global Capacity offers secure and reliable network access connections
to Google’s development environment, Google Cloud Platform, over its aggregated,
interconnected Ethernet network. Global Capacity’s extensive reach and innovative
One Marketplace application allows real-time network pricing and ordering for Ethernet
private connectivity and IP services.
By bypassing the public Internet and procuring private, secure Ethernet connectivity
to Google Cloud Platform via One Marketplace, customers have the ability to increase
security and performance for their mission-critical applications.
ONE MARKETPLACE. Global Capacity’s award-winning One Marketplace is the
largest interconnected network platform offering automated pricing from 9.6 million
commercial addresses to simplify how businesses securely connect to Google Cloud
Platform. One Marketplace provides enterprises with the ubiquitous reach and reliable,
high-performance network connections they require to move both private and public
workloads from offices and data centers on their Wide Area Network (WAN) to Google
Cloud Platform in North America and around the globe.
One Marketplace provides customers with the flexibility, speed and service options
to cost-effectively extend network service reach across the globe. The innovative
platform leverages a unique combination of aggregation, automation and information
to streamline and simplify the process of designing, pricing, procuring and delivering
data connectivity solutions.

Connectivity Made Simple

www.globalcapacity.com
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GOOGLE CLOUD INTERCONNECT. Global Capacity’s Google Cloud Interconnect (GCI)
enables businesses a multitude of ways to connect on-premises networks, data centers
and other network resources directly to Google Cloud Platform. Enterprises have the
option of connecting directly to Google over redundant Ethernet connections of 1
MB up to 100 GB, which improves speed, throughput, security and availability. This
enables developers to build, test and deploy applications on Google’s highly scalable
and reliable infrastructure.
One Marketplace’s direct Ethernet interconnection can be used to access any Google
Cloud Platform resource including Google Compute Engine, Google Cloud Storage and
Google BigQuery to create anything from simple websites to complex applications.
Global Capacity’s One Marketplace and GCI enable businesses to:

BENEFITS
•

Reduce Network Costs

•

Deliver Consistent Network Performance

•

Connection Speeds from 1 MB to 100 GB
Over Enterprise Links

•

Streamline Deployment of Complex Cloud
Solutions

•
•
•
•

Reduce network costs, increase throughput and deliver more consistent network
performance with a private network connection to Google Cloud Platform.
Improve speed of connections to Google over enterprise-grade links.
Gain guaranteed bandwidth and bypass the public Internet to obtain secure,
reliable connectivity between the enterprise and Google Cloud Platform.
Streamline the deployment of complex cloud solutions.

Delivering on its brand promise of Connectivity Made SimpleTM, Global Capacity’s One
Marketplace interconnects Google with businesses for private connections and direct
access to Google’s portfolio of sophisticated cloud solutions.
APPROVED SOLUTION PROVIDER. Global Capacity is an approved Google Cloud
Interconnect Service Provider. providing a dedicated, private and high-performance
connection between Google Cloud Platform and your data center, office or co-location
environment.

About Global Capacity
Global Capacity is the leading connectivity as a service company that improves the eﬃciency and reduces the cost of data network services globally. Through its One Marketplace,
the company brings together customers and suppliers through automated platforms that provides ubiquitous network solutions delivering on its brand promise of Connectivity
Made Simple. Global Capacity delivers its innovative solutions to telecommunication carriers, managed service providers, system integrators, and enterprise customers globally.
For more information about Global Capacity and data network connectivity solutions, visit www.globalcapacity.com or email solutions@globalcapacity.com.

Service is not available in all areas and is provided subject to Global Capacity’s standard Terms and Conditions
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